
          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

R4 PORNICHET [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DE HERBIGNAC - 1700m (a1 1/16m) - ALL WEATHER - 

Condition Race - Maiden - Flat - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. CLIFFS OF MOHER - Improved recently when 4th over 1800m at Dieppe. Surely has a lot 
more to offer. Big runner 

2. STARZO FAL - Cannot be selected on form seen thus far 

3. PRINCE OF CLOUDS - Showed encouraging improvement at the second time of asking when 
4th at Craon and cannot be ignored. Place chance 

4. PRINCIPITO - Can do better than recent efforts, but will need to improve to threaten. An 
outsider that can be ignored 

5. SIMPLY FOR FUN - He finished 5th on debut in March and will probably need this to tighten 
up. Include in larger quartet perms 

6. VEZDARA - Finished 3rd on debut over 1400m at Clairefontaine and with natural progression 
could be hard to beat. Strong win choice 

7. BLUE CHANEL - Has not shown anything yet and will need serious improvement to feature. 
Happy to ignore 

8. QUENJA BLAST - Can build on debut 9th at La Teste but let us wait for that. Hard to fancy for 
now 

9. MISS SORELLINA - Caught the eye when 5th over 1400m recently at Nancy. Good chance 

10. MARA WOOD - Ignore last run, finished 4th over 1400m in August and should be in the 
shake-up. Good chance 

11. TEA LEAF - Finished 10th on debut over 1600m and will need to improve a lot on that to 
threaten 

12. OASINA - Can get much closer than recent 3rd over 1600m at Saint-Cloud. Huge each way 
chance 

13. ALLEE ROYALE - Daughter of Dark Angel that could be absolutely anything. Watch the 
betting trends, but include 

14. PEBBLESSHINYBRIGHT - Daughter of Footstepsinthesand from a decent yard. She could 
go close on debut. Watch the betting market 

Summary : VEZDARA (6) nearly won on debut and with natural progression, could be hard to 
beat. OASINA (12) has solid form and must be given serious each way claims. ALLEE ROYALE 
(13) could certainly make her presence felt first time at the races and is a must for all bets and 
PEBBLESSHINYBRIGHT (14) is a daughter of Footstepsinthesand. She could be anything. 
Watch the betting. 

SELECTIONS 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

VEZDARA (6) - OASINA (12) - ALLEE ROYALE (13) - PEBBLESSHINYBRIGHT (14) 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

C2 - PRIX SAINT-ANDRE-DES-EAUX - 1700m (a1 1/16m) - ALL WEATHER 

- Divised Handicap - Class 4 - Flat - EUR € 18.000  

 
1. KISSWOOD - Has been on the decline for some time and should not be a threat here. Ignore 

2. TORTOLA - A five time winner than always does enough to keep you interested. Strong place 
chance 

3. ICALERO - Ignore last run when finishing downfield. Finished 2nd at Savenay before that over 
2100m. Good chance 

4. ON LOCKDOWN - Holding form, finished 3rd over 1600m at Nantes earlier this month and has 
strong each way claims 

5. LA FIBRE - Has had lots of racing and recorded many wins but is a tad off form currently. 
Happy to ignore for this race 

6. ZAAHIR - Ran 4th over 1600m last time at Nantes and should be very competitive. Strong 
claims 

7. L'AIR DU TEMPS - Ran a cracker last time finishing 2nd over 1400m at Parislongchamp. 
Knocking at the door and has a serious win chance 

8. MADRAS - Is a long time maiden and should find this rather tough. Small place chance at 
best. Seems limited 

9. GOLFING STAR - Has been on the decline recently and would be a surprise winner. Ignore 

10. AINTREEGIRL - Needs to find a few lengths on current form for the win but does have an 
outside place chance 

11. ATLANTICA - Won 3 runs back over 1400m, finished 4th earlier this month over 1600m and 
despite being an outsider, has a chance 

12. GERARDUS - Has no form to recommend and would be a huge upset if winning. Pass by 

13. FIRST DREM - Unplaced and uninspiring in last 3 starts but finished 3rd over 1950m before 
that. Needs to improve on recent form 

14. KENNY - Was a winner at Deauville 3 runs back, ran well recording a 2nd last time over 
1600m at Craon and must be taken seriously. Chance 

15. ROXY MUSIC - Seldom far off the action, knows how to win races, last win was at this venue. 
The one to beat 

Summary : ROXY MUSIC (15) has fair overall form and ran a good race last time. She is one of 
the leading lights. L'AIR DU TEMPS (7) is a one time winner but it seems his next victory is near. 
ZAAHIR (6) can build on his recent fourth at Nantes and is one for the shortlist. ICALERO (3) 
must be forgiven for his last run and judged on his excellent penultimate performance. 

SELECTIONS 

ROXY MUSIC (15) - L'AIR DU TEMPS (7) - ZAAHIR (6) - ICALERO (3) 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

C3 - PRIX DE MESQUER - 1700m (a1 1/16m) - ALL WEATHER - Divised 

Handicap - Class 4 - Flat - EUR € 15.000  

 
1. DANN - Ignore last run, big runner based on overall form and good 3rd earlier this month over 
2000m. Strong each way 

2. PENNBLE - Is off form currently but based on earlier, solid form can get into the action. Good 
chance 

3. IPPLING - Finished 5th over 1700m just the other day at La-Roche-Posay and can get much 
closer now. Strong place chance 

4. JUSTE BERE - Let the team down last time but did well in penultimate run when 3rd at Dax 
over 1400m in August. An outsider with a say 

5. CAP SKIRRING - Holding form, consistent and has strong each way claims. Can win 

6. THE FUNK BIBLE - Has been on the decline for a while now and cannot be fancied on current 
form. Ignore 

7. LE GITAN - Needs to build on last run but has an outside place chance at best. Finished 4th in 
penultimate start 

8. MONTFIQUET - Is taking time to win again, becoming erratic and hard to asses. Happy to 
ignore 

9. JOURNEE MATINALE - Always there and thereabouts, can build on recent 4th over 1700m at 
La-Roche-Posay. Strong claims 

10. MULTAMIS - Would be a shock winner based on current form. Needs big improvement to 
threaten 

11. GEORGINELA - Low rating, finished 2nd over 1700m last time and can go one better. Go 
close to winning 

12. WHAT DO YOU SAY - If ignoring last run when 11th over 1700m then he could certainly 
place. An outsider with a small chance 

13. LILLY BIRD - Will have a bright chance if repeating and improving on recent 3rd over 1650m 
at Sable. Respect and include 

14. SORRENZA - Long time, battling maiden that will need to be at maximum effort to threaten. 
Ignore 

Summary : DANN'S (1) last run is best ignored. He has solid overall form and always has a 
chance every time he comes to the races. GEORGINELA (11) is taking time to achieve the gold 
again but recently showed that the next victory seems imminent. JOURNEE MATINALE (9) and 
PENNBLE (2) are natural inclusions in the quartet and can be expected to give good accounts of 
themselves. 

SELECTIONS 

DANN (1) - GEORGINELA (11) - JOURNEE MATINALE (9) - PENNBLE (2) 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

C4 - PRIX CHARIER TP - 1700m (a1 1/16m) - ALL WEATHER - Claiming - 

Flat - EUR € 12.000  

 
1. VILLEMACHO - Ran an absolute cracker over 1600m at Chantilly last time finishing 2nd and 
can go one better. Big danger 

2. HISBANN - Finished 3rd three runs back in a weak field and needs to do much more before 
being selected 

3. NOVE SU NOVE - Can build on recent below par efforts but has solid overall form before that. 
Include in all bets 

4. PROLETARIAT - Ignore last 2 in Ireland. Back in France, rates the one to be with. Won at 
Deauville over 1300m late last year. Should be cherry ripe now. Big chance 

5. ALIGHT - Is taking time to win again, off form and can be ignored. Pass by 

6. FRAICHE - Ignore last run when downfield but did finish 4th over 1400m at Mont-De-Marsan in 
penultimate run. Good chance 

7. ARAMITZ - Posted an encouraging 4th over 1600m at La Teste last time and can get much 
closer now. Each way chance 

8. GOT FOX - Has been on the decline for sometime and would be a shock winner. Happy to 
ignore 

9. WEEKEND WARRIOR - Seems to be rather limited and can be ignored from all bets 

10. WILLIBALD - Has placed in both his local runs and could be anything here. Surely has more 
to come and can win. Big player 

11. DONAVENTURA - Has run 3 times for 3 uninspiring efforts. No form to recommend and can 
be dismissed 

12. HEY CHARLIE - Finished 3rd five runs back and has not shaped since. Much more needed 
to earn in this line up. Ignore 

13. PITRIZZA - She has a low rating, has not shown any ability yet and is an unlikely winner. 
Happy to ignore 

Summary : PROLETARIAT (4) is rated at 43, lined up in a Listed before and won three races 
back. He rates the one to be with. FRAICHE (6) comes from the Ferland yard and can be forgiven 
for her disappointing last run. She is highly rated, has some fair form to boast and has a strong 
chance. ARAMITZ (7) gets the services of Jockey Barzalona and they can be expected to be right 
there at there finish. NOVE SU NOVE (3) has a place chance. 

SELECTIONS 

PROLETARIAT (4) - FRAICHE (6) - ARAMITZ (7) - NOVE SU NOVE (3) 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

C5 - PRIX FRANCE GALOP (PRIX LA CHAPELLE DES MARAIS) - 1700m 

(a1 1/16m) - ALL WEATHER - Condition Race Qualifier - Class 4 - Flat - 

EUR € 13.000  

 
1. BATTLE OF THE NILE - Is hard to asses on current erratic efforts but is an outsider that might 
battle. Small place chance at best but others preferred 

2. ATANASIO - Is never too far off the action and knows what it takes to win. Won 4 runs back 
over 1950m at Chateaubriant. Strong each way 

3. MAGIC MERCURY - Has shown in his last two that he is back to better form. Finished 4th at 
Royan over 1600m earlier this month and should not disappoint 

4. LE SICILIEN - Can build on recent 6th at Nantes, won before that over 2100m at Montignac 
and is a serious proposition 

5. HARRISON POINT - Is hard to make a case for, looking at recent form. Happy to ignore 

6. JULDIKO - Has shown absolutely nothing in four starts to date and would be a shock if were to 
place 

7. YELLOWBLUE - Won at Deauville over 1900m five runs back, running well and rates the one 
to fear the most. Winning suggestion 

8. DIEPPE - She has a high rating but is currently off form and cannot be suggested based on 
that. Pass by 

9. LADY CHAPEL - Never featured last time after winning over 1950m at Le Mans. Has solid 
overall form and can win 

Summary : YELLOWBLUE (7) is a 2 time winner, shown ability before and recently has not been 
too far adrift the winners. He has strong credentials and should not disappoint. ATANASIO (2) 
was a winner a few starts back and has never been too far off the action since. Another bold 
effort can be expected. LADY CHAPEL (9) won cozily at her penultimate run and must be taken 
seriously. If she were to win, it would be no shock and LE SICILIEN (4) is a must for everything. 

SELECTIONS 

YELLOWBLUE (7) - ATANASIO (2) - LADY CHAPEL (9) - LE SICILIEN (4) 
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C6 - PRIX DE L'AUTOMNE (PRIX DE LA TURBALLE) - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - 

ALL WEATHER - Divised Handicap - Class 3 - Flat - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. PUTUMAYO - Finished 7th at Parislongchamp over 3100m in a Group 3 last time. Expect  
much more now 

2. ALLIGATE - Won cozily earlier this month over 2400m at Pompadour and would be no shock if 
following up. Can win 

3. SAAM - Has solid current and overall form, won well in penultimate over 2500m at Deauville 
and rates the one to beat 

4. MAT LA FRISTOUILLE - Can do way better than his recent 6th over 2400m in June. Returns 
from a rest, can race fresh and has a strong place chance 

5. JOLLY GOLD - Holding form, finished 5th at Argentan over 2900m in August and can make 
her presence felt. Serious proposition 

6. BABY GROOM - Has been racing unsuccessfully in Spain and needs to do a lot more to 
feature 

7. MYRKA - Has no recent, interesting form to recommend and far prefer others. Happy to ignore 

8. LUNATICOS - Won last time at a weaker venue, could follow up, but far prefer others 

9. BAFANA LINNGARI - Last two runs are very concerning but can do better. An outsider that 
could be the place value 

10. GREAT TONIO - Needs huge improvement on current form to feature and can be ignored 
from all bets 

11. MARSHALL LESSING - Has won a lot of races, ignore last run, won three runs back and can 
maintain good form. Should not disappoint 

12. PRESCY LIIA - Won her penultimate over 2200m at Parislongchamp in August and finished 
7th thereafter. Expect more, but is an outsider 

Summary : SAAM (3) is ultra-consistent, runs well over the distance and could be tough to 
oppose. ALLIGATE (2) is lightly raced and has already recorded 3 wins. He clearly is progressive 
and can make serious in roads here. JOLLY GOLD (5) is grabbing the attention in her post 
maiden races and is one for the shortlist. MAT LA FRISTOUILLE (4) can never be ignored. 

SELECTIONS 

SAAM (3) - ALLIGATE (2) - JOLLY GOLD (5) - MAT LA FRISTOUILLE (4) 
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C7 - PRIX SYLVAIN GUIHENEUF (PRIX DU CROISIC) - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - 

ALL WEATHER - Divised Handicap - Class 4 - Flat - EUR € 16.000  

 
1. RUUDJE - Finished 5th at the last start but was a winner at Craon over 2400m before that. In 
hot form and looks set to feature again. Good chance 

2. CHARLYCHIC - Will have a bright chance if ignoring and building on last run when 10th, 
however is an outsider 

3. PHILIPPE'S GREY - Needs to improve on recent form for the victory but certainly has a solid 
place chance 

4. COASTER - Needs to build on last two efforts to be able to make his presence felt in this. 
Prefer others 

5. SAGLYACAT - Impressed when sailing past the line in first last time over 2500m at Saint-Malo 
and is selected to win again 

6. VOYAGEUSE DU MATIN - She has been on the decline in her recent starts and has become 
hard to assess. Much prefer others 

7. LE GARDOLOT - Running consistently at the moment, finished 3rd at Lion D'Angers last time 
and should be on the first three 

8. ECLAIR DE VATI - Finished 3rd over 1900m at Deauville the last time at the races but a lot 
more is needed to threaten 

9. CALITEA DE LA TOUR - Could lurk into the back end of the quartet but unlikely 

10. COIGNY - Has become a tad erratic but did finish 4th earlier this month over 3100m at Saint-
Cloud. Must have a squeak based on that 

11. GRAND LEON - Ignore last run, placed 3rd over 2100m at Chantilly before that and must be 
considered for all bets 

12. MIENGO - Has a rating of only 15 and is an unlikely winner. Happy to ignore 

Summary : SAGLYACAT (5) boasts solid, consistent form and comes off an impressive victory at 
Saint-Malo. She is selected to go back-to-back. RUUDJE (1) started off a tad shakily but has 
found good, winning form recently and can build on his recent 5th at Saint-Cloud. He is a massive 
danger to the first pick. LE GARDOLOT (7) is holding form and should again be able to earn 
money for the connections and PHILIPPE'S GREY (3) is a must for all bets. 

SELECTIONS 

SAGLYACAT (5) - RUUDJE (1) - LE GARDOLOT (7) - PHILIPPE'S GREY (3) 
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C8 - PRIX DE SAINT-LYPHARD - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - ALL WEATHER - 

Condition Race - Class 3 - Flat - EUR € 16.000  

 
1. DSCHINGIS SHAAN - Is currently off the boil and others should be way stronger. Happy to 
ignore 

2. BEAUTIFUL STRANGER - Finished 3rd in August then won over 2150m in September over at 
Landivisiau. Overall form holds her in good stead. Each way 

3. RODAINAH - Impressed when winning last time over 2500m at Evreux and is confidently 
chosen to win again 

4. SQUASHA - Forget the Handicap race last time, won well at Orleans before that over 2700m 
and is expected to bounce right back to best. Big chance 

5. MISTER POWER - Can build on last effort when 7th at Toulouse but will need to as others 
seem much the stronger 

6. WATT OHM - Won on debut at Redon but followed that up with a 6th over 2600m. Lightly 
raced and can never be ignored. Chance 

7. GALIWAY D'ANGE - Currently not shining and cannot be fancied. Would be a surprise winner 

8. USNAVYGIRL - Has posted two very bad efforts since winning at St-Jean De Mont and is hard 
to fancy here 

9. DRAGON GIRL - Lightly raced, judge her on her penultimate 2nd over 2150m at St-Jean De-
Mont. Has a good chance 

Summary : RODAINAH (3) is an improving youngster whom caught the eye when winning last 
time. She could end up being much higher rated and is one to follow with interest. SQUASHA (4) 
never shone in her Handicap debut but can never be judged on that. Her form and win prior to 
that was good. DRAGON GIRL (9) is lightly raced and more than likely has a lot more to offer and 
BEAUTIFUL STRANGER (2) won last time and is one that should not disappoint, today and in the 
future. 

SELECTIONS 

RODAINAH (3) - SQUASHA (4) - DRAGON GIRL (9) - BEAUTIFUL STRANGER (2) 

 


